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Regency offers prefabricated panels of hand forged ironwork for wood staircases. 
The innovative, patented railing panels are artfully crafted and meticulously 
designed to provide the look of a custom ornamental railing at a fraction of the 
cost.

Regency panels are designed to install directly into a closed stringer staircase 
with wooden handrail, reducing the need for welding, saving valuable installation 
time and labor costs. The Regency system includes panels suitable for level and 
angled applications and are engineered to accommodate virtually any staircase 
design regardless of radius or slope. No customization required. All panels meet 
the 4" sphere code requirement.

These versatile panels can be used in a variety of applications from railings to 
fences, gates, doors and furniture designs.

Design Options

Create elegant ornamental railings with a range of Regency panel styles that 
offer endless design possibilities. In this section you will find panels with 
beautiful, multi-dimensional scroll work, eye-catching and intricate detailing for 
an authentic hand-worked feel. Panels can be placed continuously for a seamless 
look or combined with forged spindles to create unique patterns featuring panels 
as the focal point.

Railing Panels

FEATURES & BENEFITS

4	 Ornamental-style railings at a 
fraction of the cost

4	 Level and angled applications
4	 Flat and curved applications
4	 Direct installation on closed 

stringers
4	 Indoor and outdoor use

Panels placed continuously for a 
seamless look (Tuscany shown)

Panels combined with forged spindles for 
a unique railing pattern (Tuscany shown)

Forged Steel Spindles

Find a variety of forged steel spindles that 
complement panels to create endless railing 
designs.

u See Posts & Spindles in the Ornamental 
Components section or go to 
bezdanornamental.com.

Download CAD files at
bezdanregency.com
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Planning The Installation
The configuration of the railing framework will influence panel selection. A variety 
of panel styles and options are available within each series that can work with the 
framework height, slope, and curve of the chosen stringer type.

Closed or open stingers
Regency railing panels can be installed directly into a closed stringer application. 
For open stringer applications, choose the Tuscany SPV Series for direct 
installation into the stair treads or weld individual panels onto a steel bar base.

Level and angled applications
All railing panels can be installed on level applications. Each series can 
accommodate a range of angles. Always check the staircase slope to determine 
the correct angle required. Height requirements are different depending on the 
design and project type and can range from 32" to 38".

Flat or curved applications
All railing panels are available flat for straight applications without curves. Most 
series can accommodate curved applications with panels designed to suit 
virtually any layout.

Finishing
Panels are supplied in a flat primer to accommodate additional fabrication to 
suit the staircase framework. Once panels are fit to the framework, they can be 
painted, powder coated or faux finished. Railings can also be embellished to 
enhance design details such as a gold-leaf application on bandings for a high-end 
look.

Uniquely Handmade Components
Regency panels may include slight variations inherent to handmade products. 
These subtle differences are within stringent tolerances and are considered 
unique assets.

FIGURE 22:  Private Residence


